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SHORT CLIP 



INSPIRATION 

 Our magnetic card reader was 
inspired by a You-tube video 
that we saw online but we 
modified it a little because in 
that video the card reader was 
reading credit cards and we 
modified this task to read 
student identification card.  



PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

 Our task is to build 

an automated 

attendance system 

using a magnetic 

card reader.  



THINGS WE NEED 

Magnetic card 

reader 

Arduino solder 

less 

breadboard 

USB shield 

Python 

program 

Excel  

Arduino 

DataNitro 

Hardware Software 



1ST CASE SCENARIO 

 Imagine being a teacher and 
you wanted to capture 
attendance of each student 
that come to class daily. 
Instead of taking your time out 
your lesson to take attendance, 
why don’t you have an 
automatic attendance taker?  



WHAT ARE WE TRYING TO LEARN? 

 How can we use a 
magnetic card 
reader to function 
the way we want it 
to? 



INTELLIGENCE INTERACTIVE SYSTEM 

 

Python 

Arduino 

Excel 



COST TABLE 

Items 

Purchase 
Price 

Date 

Purchased 

Date 

Received 

Arduino 

Breadboar

d 

$31.99 10/9/12 10/13/12 

 

USB 

Shield 
$25.00 10/9/12 10/14/12 

Card 

Reader 
$40.00 10/1/12 10/9/12 



WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE 



PHYSICAL STRUCTURE 



LOGIC STRUCTURE 



PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

How did you develop your project? 

Project Libre screenshot 

 



CONNECTIONS AND ASSEMBLY 

Made the hardware connections 

first- the magnetic ID is swiped 

through a card reader. 

The card reader has a USB that 

is connected to the Arduino and 

the Arduino has another USB 

cord, which is plugged into the 

CPU.  
 



TESTING 

Test I - Wenyi Xu & Toluwalope 
Olaniyan (11/19/12) 

Adjust the problem- Wenyi Xu & 
Toluwalope Olaniyan (11/21/12- 
11/26/12) 

Test II - Wenyi Xu & Toluwalope 
Olaniyan (11/30/12) 

Test III- Professor checks and 
gives input. (12/06/12) 
 



DEMONSTRATION 

How do we make use from excel to 

python? 

DataNitro: it enables you to use the 

popular programming language 

Python in Microsoft Excel. The 

plugin is free for individual non-

commercial and enterprises will pay 

for the privilege. 



CODE EXAMPLE I 

 Connect to the hardware 

 



CODE EXAMPLE II 
Select information 
if k == 0: 

                    #finding Seperators to Isolate the Name 

                    carrot = last_received.find('^') 

  slash = last_received.find('/') 

  #Isolating the Last Name 

  lastName = last_received[carrot+1:slash] 

  #Isolating the First Name 

  newName = last_received[slash+1:] 

  if k == 0: 

                     endCarrot = newName.find('^') 

  firstName = newName[:endCarrot] 



CODE EXAMPLE III 

How professor’s name 
works 

if i == 0: 

                        checkName = [lastName,firstName] 

                        i = i+1 

                        lastName = '' 

                        firstName = '' 

                        print 'Name of Professor: ', checkName 

else: 

                        if [lastName, firstName] == checkName: 

                            k = k + 1 

                            print 'Student will be marked late' 

                        else: 



CONCLUSION 


